
Longevity: Benefit from long-lasting driving pleasure due to 
improved tread life.

Driving Comfort: Enjoy a quiet and comfortable ride thanks 
to low road noise.

Made for everyday. 
Ready for the unexpected.
The new Continental CrossContact H/T.
German engineered outstanding durability.

Adaptability: Tackle any everyday driving situation that comes 
your way with the adaptive multipurpose pattern design.



Performance.

100 % Rolling Resistance 

 120 % Mileage

 96 % Dry Braking

 95 % Aquaplaning Cut & Chip 115 % 

Noise 110 %  

Wet Braking 100 % 

CrossContact LX2 = 100%
CrossContact H/T

Based on internal tests  
on 235/55 R 18 100V
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Speed symbol: 
H-W

Rim size in inches:
15-21

Tyre cross section:
45-75

Tyre width in mm:
205-285

Dimensions.

The new Continental CrossContact H/T.
German engineered outstanding durability.

Safety 
relevant 
criteria

Ecologically 
relevant 
criteria

Longevity: When one adventure ends, many more await you.

Comfort: When noise is low, comfort is high.

EU tyre label values 
Fuel efficiency: D
Wet braking: C
Noise level: 71 dB (B)

The CrossContact H/T offers all the features you need for family getaways, business trips and leisure-time adventures. This highly 
adaptive tyre combines great adaptability with exceptionally low noise for enhanced driving comfort. Thanks to its longevity, the 
CrossContact H/T will take you on many everyday adventures, well into the future.

Whether you’re traveling for business, out with the family or heading for some exercise, the multi-purpose pattern will meet all 
your needs. Enjoy great driving safety on every trip – even on unmade and uneven surfaces.

Adaptability: When the road ends, this tyre just keeps on performing.

This tyre is built to last. Delivering impressive mileage, the innovative compound offers extraordinary robustness that 
leaves nothing to be desired, even on unpaved roads and gravel tracks.

The CrossContact H/T is the perfect choice for long journeys because it makes road noise a thing of the past. The tyre’s 
design and optimised tread pattern make for silence and comfort, not only inside the vehicle but outside too.


